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Abstract. Neuroimaging at the group level requires spatial normaliza-
tion of individual structural data. We propose a geometric approach that
consists in matching a series of cortical surfaces through diffeomorphic
registration of their sulcal imprints. The resulting 3D transforms natu-
rally extends to the entire MRI volumes. The DIffeomorphic Sulcal-based
COrtical (DISCO) registration integrates two recent technical outcomes:
1) the automatic extraction, identification and simplification of numer-
ous sulci from T1-weighted MRI data series hereby revealing the sulcal
imprint and 2) the measure-based diffeomorphic registration of those cru-
cial anatomical landmarks. We show how the DISCO registration may be
used to elaborate a sulcal template which optimizes the distribution of
constraints over the entire cortical ribbon. DISCO was evaluated through
a group of 20 individual brains. Quantitative and qualitative indices at-
test how this approach may improve both alignment of sulcal folds and
overlay of gray and white matter volumes at the group level.

1 Introduction

Correct alignment of cortical surfaces amongst a group of subjects is crucial in
neuroimaging because of the large variety of breakthrough applications. Intensity-
based approaches cannot achieve this issue as the matching criteria being used
is global and not optimized for finer-scale warping at the cortical level. In that
respect, research in volume-based methods has evolved from the mere aligne-
ment of intesity-based elements to the integration of geometrical features of the
cortical surface and even recently of cortical surface itself with hybrid surfacic
and volumic approaches [9, 12]. However, as in more standard methods like [2],
the resulting deformation constraints enforce the alignment of cortical valleys
and crests but without any guarantee that sulci of identical anatomical denom-
ination would be properly aligned altogether (e.g. the precentral sulcus from a
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subset of subjects might end up being matched to the central sulcus of other
subjects). Specific alignment of cortical circonvolutions remains crucial as the
sulcal folds shape might be correlated with the underlying functional organiza-
tion [4] and requires higher level anatomical knowledge. Indeed, explicit sulcal
constraints have been experimented in e.g. [14, 7, 13]. Joshi et al. have proposed
to combine a surfacic sulcal warp with a subsequent volumic matching step [8].
However, in all those approaches the similarity between sulcal landmarks relies
on their parametrisation which impose strong assumptions about their topology
and therefore about the segmentation. Few sulcal landmarks are then selected
manually; which results in a sparse and heterogeneous distribution of anatomical
landmarks guiding the transformations. Heterogeneities in the constraints favors
irregularities of deformation fields and might result in alterations of the overall
topology of the cortex.

In this contribution, we optimize the alignment of cerebral structures among
a group of subjects through the registration of their exhaustive and sulcus-based
folding patterns while constraining the dense 3D transform to be diffeomorphic
– that is, smooth and invertible – through Large Deformation Diffeomorphic
Metric Mapping (LDDMM) framework [5]. The DISCO registration technique –
DIffeomophic Sulcal-based COrtical registration – consists in the following steps:

1. The automatic extraction, identification and simplification of up to 120 sulci
per subject. This step yields a dense set of distributed landmarks, denoted
as the individual sulcal imprint, and prevents the use of tedious and to a
great extent subjective, manual tracing.

2. An LDDMM transform aiming at matching individual sulcal imprints ob-
tained from Step 1. The similarity between corresponding sulci rely on mea-
sure based-representation which avoids the parametrisation of landmarks.
We describe how this procedure can be derived from a group of subjects of
arbitrary size through the definition of an adaptive sulcal template derived
from the very set of subjects involved. Note that the LDDMM framework
naturally yields the ability to extend the deformation to any additional ob-
ject in 3D – such as deeper brain structures – thereby overcoming the major
limitation of surface-based approaches.

The performances of DISCO are quantitatively evaluated using data from a
group of 20 healthy control subjects.

2 Extraction of the Individual Sulcal Imprint

The extraction of the individual sulcal imprint from T1-weighted MR image
volumes is initiated by the automatic segmentation and labeling of a large num-
ber of sulci using the brainVISA free software platform [1, 10]. Voxel labeling
of the gray and white matter tissues are obtained from histogram analyses
and mathematical morphological techniques applied to the biased-corrected T1-
weighted MR images. Elementary sulcal elements are segmented and divided into
topologically-simple surfaces and organized as a graph structure. The sulci are
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then automatically labeled according to a predefined nomenclature of 60-sulcus
labels per hemisphere as illustrated on Fig.1 b). Agreement between the com-
puter and human experts reaches 86% on average [11]. Though the performances
of the automatic labeling procedure might reach up to 96% for well-defined folds
such as the central sulcus, they tend to decline in regions where the cortical
folding pattern has shows considerable inter-individual variability such as in the
occipital areas.

Fig. 1. Automatic extraction of the sulcal imprint: a) tissue classification; b) extrac-
tion of sulci and automatic identification results in up to 60 individual sulcal labels in
each hemisphere. c) The automatic simplification of the original complex sulcal pat-
tern yields a distributed set of sulcal edges, thereby defining the sulcal imprint of an
individual brain.

This extraction yields structures with complex shapes made of subsets of
voxels corresponding to an overly detailed description of the sulci in the context
of inter-individual registration, while it is crucial to preserve the variability in
topology of a given sulcus across individuals. The original complex sulcal struc-
tures are subsequently and automatically simplified as relevant sulcal landmarks
using the original procedure detailed thereafter.

2.1 From Sulci to Sulcal Imprint

For each sulcus s, the initial set of voxels is first reduced to two subsets: one
corresponding to the fundus of s, defined as the border of the sulcus reaching
the deepest into the brain volumes, and one for its outer border, defined as the
junction between the sulcus and the hull of the brain. These voxels are readily
identified during the very sulcal extraction process as performed by brainVISA.

These two initial subsets are then independently reduced and smoothed using
K-means clustering as illustrate Fig.2b). The voxels are geometrically grouped
into smaller clusters which are subsequently reduced to their respective centroid.
The resulting points along either sulcal border are then connected using the
minimum spanning tree approach, thereby yielding two open connected graph
structures, i.e. two trees (see Fig.2c). Finally, the secondary branches of the
trees are removed using a longest-path approach (Fig.2e). This way, the fundus
and outer borders of each sulcus s are reduced to two edges denoted as Ef

s and
Eo

s respectively. The extraction of the sulcal edges associated to an interrupted
sulcus remains identical. The sulcus will be described as two connected graphs
through the minimum spanning tree. However, the interruptions will appear as
holes in the distribution of points along the respective path. This procedure
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yields a set of folding features distributed across the entire cortical surface as
illustrated Fig.1 c). These features hereby define the sulcal imprint of each indi-

vidual brain anatomy – I = [Ef
1 , Eo

1 , .., Ef
s , Eo

s , .., E
f
S , Eo

S ] – that will be matched
across subjects.

Fig. 2. a) Each sulcus is decomposed into three subsets of voxels: fundus (in blue),
outer edge (green) and other voxels (in red) using brainVISA. The description of each
sulcus may be summarized by fundus and outer border voxel subsets. b) Those voxels
are grouped into clusters (shown here as colored circles) and each cluster is reduced to
its barycenter (black dots). Finally, the sulcal borders illustrated in c) are reduced to
simple lines in d) through a longest path approach.

3 Measure-based Diffeomorphic Matching of Sulcal

Imprints

We introduce a non-linear pairwise registration approach of sulcal imprints in
the general framework of the LDDMM theory [5]. The deformation φ of sulcal
edge E1 onto another sulcal edge E2 is defined as the minimum of the following
registration energy functional:

Jsulc
E1,E2

(φ) = γReg(φ) + Mis(φ(E1), E2), (1)

where the first term controls for the regularity of the deformation while the
second term evaluates the mismatch between the deformed sulcal edge φ(E1)
and the target E2; γ being a scalar trade-off parameter. Following the LDDMM
theory, φ is a diffeomorphism if it may be defined as a solution at time t = 1
of the differential equation: ∂tφ

v

t = vt ◦ φv

t , with initial condition φv

0 = Id.
Id represents the identity deformation that maps an object onto itself. In this
equation, vt : R

3 −→ R
3 is a time-dependent vector field which models the

infinitesimal variations of the deformation flow. vt belongs to the reproducing
kernel Hilbert space V of regular vector fields. V is associated to a kernel KV

controlling for the regularity of the final diffeomorphic transform. We define
the cost of a given diffeomorphism φ as its distance to the identity transform:

d2
V (Id, φ) = infv

{

∫ 1

0
||vt||

2
V dt, φv

1 = φ
}

. Registering a pair of sulcal edges in a

diffeomorphic framework then consists in minimizing the functional:

Jsulc
E1,E2

(φ) = γd2
V (id, φ) + Mis(φ(E1), E2). (2)

The mismatch Mis between two sulcal edges is defined hereafter.
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3.1 Description of Sulcal landmarks as Measures

Each couple of anatomically-corresponding sulcal edges are considered as two
sets of points E1 = (xi)i<nx

and E2 = (yj)j<ny
⊂ R

3, with possibly nx 6= ny.
These two sets of points can be described mathematically as measures µ and
ν respectively, each consisting of the weighted sum of Dirac distributions [5]:
µ =

∑nx

i=1 aiδxi
and ν =

∑ny

i=1 biδyi
. (ai)i<nx

and (bj)j<ny
are two sets of

scalar weight parameters. These weights are set as follows: if the neighbor-
hood of each xi in the associated sulcal edge is denoted as H , then ai =

1
card(H)

∑

h|h∈H ||xh − xi||R3 . This uniformly distributes the weights along the

measure, thereby compensating for the heterogeneity in the spatial distribution
of points along the edge lines corresponding to interrupted sulci. The action of
φ on the measure µ may be defined as a mass transportation problem: φ(µ) =
φ(

∑

i aiδxi
) =

∑

i aiδφ(xi). In order to evaluate the adjustment of the source sul-
cal measure µ to the target measure ν, we introduce an additional reproducing
kernel Hilbert space I associated to a second kernel KI , such that every bounded
and signed measure belongs to I∗, the dual space of I. We may then evaluate the
distance between the pair of measures µ and ν as: d2

I(φ(µ), ν) = ||φ(µ)− ν||2I∗ =
∑

i,j aiajK
I(φ(xi), φ(xj))+

∑

i,j bibjK
I(yi, yj)−2

∑

i,j aibjK
I(φ(xi), yj). Equa-

tion (2) can therefore be rewritten as:

Jsulc
µ,ν (φ) = γd2

V (id, φ) + ||φ(µ) − ν||2I∗ . (3)

Considering now two sulcal imprints with P sulcal edges in common, we
define I1 = [µ1, .., µP ], the source sulcal imprint to be adjusted to a target sulcal
imprint I2 = [ν1, .., νP ]. Registering a pair of brains through their respective
sulcal imprints corresponds to the minimization of the following functional:

J
impr
I1,I2

(φ) = γd2
V (id, φ) +

P
∑

p=1

||φ(µp) − νp||2I∗ . (4)

Of primary importance is that the resulting deformation is a fully 3D diffeomor-
phic map defined everywhere in R

3, hence not only on the cortical surface, but
also in the entire MRI volume.

3.2 Unbiased, Empirical Anatomical Template for Multiple-subject

Registration

We now propose a multi-scale iterative approach at the group level that extends
previous results from [6]. This approach avoids the arbitrary selection of a single
brain as a registration template while exploiting the maximum of the sulcal
information available. The methodology involved is itemized as follows:

1. The sulcal imprint is extracted from each individual brain data and is linearly
registered into standardized Talairach space [3].
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2. An empirical template is defined as the union of the entire set of sulcal points
through the entire group of subjects involved in the study. For each sulcal
label available across the group, the corresponding sulcal landmark in the
template consists of the union of all points associated to this label within
every subject of the group.

3. Diffeomorphic transformation of each individual data onto the empirical tem-
plate is operated following the methodology described in Section 3.

4. The process in steps 2 and 3 is iterated Q times by considering the resulting
transformed sulcal points as the new running template, until the evolution
between two successive template samples is inferior to a fixed threshold. We
focus on finer scale deformations as the template is iteratively refined by
reducing the sizes of the kernels involved in the registration energy (for both
regularization and mismatch terms in Eq. (5) between two iterations.

Therefore, registering N subjects consists of Q iterations of N minimization steps
while the empirical template is updated between two iterations, in a multi-scale
framework.

For clarity purposes, we now detail the elaboration of an empirical template
consisting of a single sulcus through a group of N individual sulcal imprints.
The generalization to P sulcal labels extends the strategy introduced by Eq. (2)
through Eq. (4). Following [6], let us denote (xip)1≤i≤N,1≤p≤ni

, the N individual
sets consisting of ni points describing the sulcus to be matched across subjects;
aip ∈ R their associated weights and µi =

∑ni

p=1 aipδxip, their respective measure
form. Obtaining the measure µ of the group template may be defined as a min-
imisation problem: {φ̂i, µ̂} = argminφi,µ

∑N

i=1

{

γd2
V (id, φi) + ||φi(µi) − µ||2I∗

}

.

Note that for fixed φi, µ̂ reduces to the sum of the Dirac masses associated to
the union of all points φi(xip):µ̂ = 1

N

∑N

i=1 φi(µi) = 1
N

∑N

i=1

∑ni

p=1 aipδφi(xip).
Hence, the problem reduces to:

{φ̂i} = arg min
φi

N
∑

i=1

{

γd2
V (id, φi) + ||φi(µi) −

1

N

N
∑

i=1

φi(µi)||
2
I∗

}

. (5)

At the end of the process, the transformation that brings subject i into the
common space is the composition of Q diffeomorphisms: φ

Q
i ◦φ

Q−1
i ◦ . . .◦φ1

i . By
definition, the composition of Q such diffeomorphisms is also diffeomorphic.

4 Results

DISCO was applied for evaluation purposes to the registration of the brains from
20 healthy subjects through the elaboration of their corresponding empirical
anatomical template. Sulcus automatic labeling was checked for errors manually.
Between 88 and 98 sulci were identified across subjects in this group, 71 of which
were common to all subjects and only 8 sulci were found in less than 14 of
the subjects. The iterative sulcal template refinement process converged though
Q = 9 iterations with template update. Computation time on a cluster of 10
processors running at 3.6GHz with 2Gb of RAM was 10 hours.
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Fig. 3. Comparative results of the registration of 20 brains using the linear technique
[3] (upper panel) vs. DISCO diffeomorphic sulcal matching (lower panel).

As shown on Fig.3, the superimposition of most sulcal edges is clearly im-
proved after diffeomorphic transformation using DISCO. Further, it is important
to remember that matching is not warping, as some aspects of the original group
variability have been preserved by the regularity of the diffeomorphic transforms.

The Hausdorff distance between each subject and the rest of the group was
computed for each sulcal landmark, and averaged across subjects, after linear or
diffeomorphic matching. This measure is an indicator of the spatial dispersion
of sulcal edges. The Hausdorff distance was reduced by 18% (from 17.2mm to
14mm) on average across all sulci and subjects using the diffeomorphic matching
compared to the linear registration approach. For instance, the sulcal dispersion
has been decreased by more than 7mm in the inferior part of the temporal lobe.
The improvement was smaller in regions with sulcal objects of greater geometri-
cal irregularity across subjects as in e.g. the occipital lobe. The dispersion of the
central sulcus was reduced by ”only” 1.6 mm as it had been already correctly
realigned by the linear registration procedure. Note also that the deformation of
any given sulcus is tempered by the transformations occurring in its neighbor-
hood.

As discussed in Section 3, the DISCO transformation naturally extends to the
entire 3D volume as illustrated Fig.4 through the group averages of the binary
white-matter masks.

5 Conclusion

The suggested approach combines the attractive properties of diffeomorphic
matching with the pairing of anatomical landmarks considered by neuroanatom-
ical experts. Future work will focus on larger-scale validation, including compar-
ison with other non-linear registration methods. The preliminary results pre-
sented here suggest that this technique may lead to a new systematic approach
for anatomical registration in neuroimaging group studies.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the linear (left) and DISCO (middle) registration procedures
across 20 white-matter masks. Correct alignment of cortical circumvolutions would
yield reduced fuzziness in the gray levels of the average volume masks, as readily
observed after DISCO was applied. Right: a typical slice of the resulting DISCO de-
formation field. The convex hull of the brain in that particular slice is shown in red.
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